
RAND Data Call: Instructions and data collection prompts

Objective

This data call is part of the larger evaluation ordered by the Secretary of Defense. That order tasked the Office of Force Resiliency (OFR) to assess installations 

with high levels of risk factors to identify ways to improve the environment and prevention efforts to try and lower risk at these installations. 

The assessment has multiple parts including discussions with various servicemembers during a site visit, a survey of servicemembers involved in that site visit, 

and this data call. This document will focus on the data call.

The following page provides prompts for information to be compiled and returned to OFR within one week of when this data call was received by your site. 

Prevention Plans and Evaluation items are primarily existing documents or communications. Prevention Workforce items are intended to capture the number of 

personnel authorized to and assigned to support each mission area. Personnel should all be dedicated to the installation and installation efforts, and should not 

include any Service Branch or HQ personnel.

We ask that you compile these documents and label them so it is clear which documents are meant to answer which prompt. The next page is meant to be a 

cover sheet to the group of documents submitted. In the appropriate boxes, please list your installation name, specific Units if appropriate, and the contact 

information from the Point of Contact in case follow-up or clarifications are required. Put an X in the Submitted column for each prompt that you were able to 

answer. Put an X in the Not Available column for each prompt that you were not able to answer. It is expected that most, if not all, prompts will be answered. 



Installation: Unit (s) (if applicable): 

Point of Contact for Data Call completion (Name, email):

Submitted Not 
available

Prevention Plans & Evaluations
Reports detailing prevention plans or evaluations findings (e.g., any document that presents data assessing who is participating in an effort, 
how well the effort is being implemented, or what impact the effort is having) of prevention efforts in the following areas:

1. Suicide
2. Sexual harassment
3. Sexual assault
4. Alcohol misuse
5. Domestic violence (e.g., partner abuse, child abuse)

Prevention Workforce
Who works on prevention at your installation?

Name/Position or Job Title, brief description of their prevention responsibilities

About how many FTE’s do you have dedicated to prevention? 


